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Region-specific changes in Mus musculus brain size and cell
composition under chronic nutrient restriction

ABSTRACT
Nutrition is one of the most influential environmental factors affecting
the development of different tissues and organs. It is suggested that
under nutrient restriction the growth of the brain is spared as a result of
the differential allocation of resources from other organs. However, it
is not clear whether this sparing occurs brain-wide. Here, we
analyzed morphological changes and cell composition in different
regions of the offspring mouse brain after maternal exposure to
nutrient restriction during pregnancy and lactation. Using highresolution magnetic resonance imaging, we found that brain regions
were differentially sensitive to maternal protein restriction and
exhibited particular patterns of volume reduction. The cerebellum
was reduced in absolute and relative volume, while cortex volume
was relatively preserved. Alterations in cell composition (examined by
the isotropic fractionator method) and organization of white matter
(measured by diffusor tensor images) were also region specific.
These changes were not related to the metabolic rate of the regions
and were only partially explained by their specific growth trajectories.
This study is a first step towards understanding the mechanisms of
regional brain sparing at microstructural and macrostructural levels
resulting from undernutrition.
KEY WORDS: Brain sparing, Brain cortex, Cerebellum, Magnetic
resonance imaging, Isotropic fractionator

INTRODUCTION

The environment experienced during early ontogeny has profound
and potentially life-long effects on phenotypic variation. Nutrient
restriction is a pervasive factor, with systemic effects on many
tissues as well as overall body size (Figueras and Gardosi, 2011;
Miller et al., 2016). Several studies in human populations suggest
that brain growth is relatively protected from the effects of nutrient
restriction at the expense of other parts of the body (Baker et al.,
2010; Bocca-Tjeertes et al., 2014; Cohen et al., 2015; Kramer et al.,
1989). Prenatal exposure to restricted nutrients and oxygen, as a
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consequence of maternal malnutrition or placental insufficiency,
tends to result in a relatively larger head and brain (as measured by
head circumference and brain volume) compared with body mass in
newborns (Baker et al., 2010; Bocca-Tjeertes et al., 2014; Cox and
Marton, 2009; Hunter et al., 2016). This so called ‘brain sparing’
effect has been observed in other organisms including rodents
(Gonzalez et al., 2016) and invertebrates (Cheng et al., 2011; Lanet
and Maurange, 2014). The fact that brain sparing is found in such a
variety of organisms seems to reflect a pervasive plastic response by
which resources are preferentially allocated to more critical organs
under stressful conditions (Aiello and Wheeler, 1995). Despite this
apparent sparing effect, microstructural differences have been
observed in specific regions of the brain following early nutrient
restriction (Antonow-Schlorke et al., 2011; Cordero et al., 1986;
Durán et al., 2011; Morgane et al., 1993; Ranade et al., 2012).
Consistent with this, seasonal variation in resource availability also
induces differential size changes across the brain (Lázaro et al.,
2018). The mechanisms that underlie these effects are unknown.
This is a critical question for framing the functional consequences of
environmental factors on the brain. Here, we investigated the
differential response of specific brain regions to prenatal and early
postnatal undernutrition in mice.
The mammalian brain can be parsed into regions that differ in
function, structural properties, energetic demands and developmental
trajectories (Hager et al., 2012). Differences between brain structures
may account for the differential responses and susceptibility to
stressful conditions. In particular, ontogenetic timing, which refers
here to the sequence of structural changes throughout life, has an
important role in structuring the phenotypic variation associated with
changes in brain size. For instance, it was stated that those regions in
which neurogenesis onset is relatively late tend to be more
variable than early developing regions (Charvet et al., 2015). The
pattern of growth of each region and the time and duration of exposure
to a stressful factor such as undernutrition may interact to
produce different results (Morgane et al., 1993, 2002). When
nutrient restriction occurs throughout the period of critical brain
development, those regions with more extended growth are expected
to be more negatively affected because they are exposed to this
stressful factor for a longer period, while brain regions that mature
earlier may be less impacted. However, if nutrient restriction only
occurs very early in ontogeny, brain structures that mature later may
more easily compensate for those perturbations and achieve better
sparing relative to their potential in the absence of the nutritional
stress. Therefore, regional variation in growth trajectories is one
possible explanation for regional differences in the effects of nutrient
restriction on brain growth.
Alternatively, differential sparing may be associated with specific
energy requirements. The energy requirements of brain areas are not
homogeneous (Karbowski, 2007). Thus, one might predict that
nutritional stress would more severely affect regions with higher
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metabolic rates, independently of their pattern of growth. Such
differences may be related to the specific metabolic requirements of
the neural and glial components of the specific brain region
(Karbowski, 2007). Hence, an alternative but not mutually
exclusive hypothesis is that observed regional differences in
sparing as a response to nutritional stress depend on regional
characteristics regarding cellular composition which, in turn, may
affect brain region metabolism.
Earlier work on nutrient restriction suggests that diverse
mechanisms may underlie changes in brain volume. Adverse
impacts on brain cell proliferation, as well as cell differentiation and
growth, synaptogenesis and dendritic arborization have been
reported for the hippocampus, cortex and cerebellum (Alamy and
Bengelloun, 2012; Antonow-Schlorke et al., 2011; Diáz-Cintra
et al., 1991; Morgane et al., 1993, 2002; Plagemann et al., 2000;
Ranade et al., 2012). Because the timing of developmental
processes varies between brain regions (Bandeira et al., 2009;
Fu et al., 2013), the effects of nutrient restriction on microstructural
components are expected to be heterogeneous. In rodents, it has
been shown that neurogenesis occurs mainly prenatally for most
regions, except for the cerebellum, and persists for a variable extent
after birth (Aguirre, 2004; Bandeira et al., 2009; Espinosa and Luo,
2008; Fu et al., 2013). In contrast, most gliogenesis takes place after
birth, although its magnitude also varies among regions (Bandeira
et al., 2009). If the different cell types respond differentially to
nutrient restriction, this may result in differential brain sparing.
To test the hypotheses outlined above, we experimentally
induced maternal undernutrition during pregnancy and lactation in
mice, as in our earlier work (Barbeito-Andrés et al., 2018; Gonzalez
et al., 2016). We applied 3D imaging and well-established cell
quantification methods to determine the effects of nutrient
restriction on overall brain size, the size of 12 cortical and
subcortical structures, and the microstructural properties of four
brain structures that differ in the timing of neurogenesis and
gliogenesis. Previous studies have focused on particular brain
structures using a variety of techniques and experimental designs.
This makes integrating results across studies difficult. This is the
first study, to our knowledge, that integrates results across the scale
from cell composition to the whole-organ level to understand the
underlying mechanisms of regional brain changes under nutrient
restriction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples and experimental design

For the nutrition experiments, 4 week old male and female C57BL/6
mice were acclimated to a 12 h light:12 h dark cycle over 4 weeks.
We randomly assigned each nulliparous female to either the severe
low-protein (LP) or control (C) group. At this point, we confirmed
that the body mass of randomly assigned dams did not differ
between experimental groups. Control animals had ad libitum
access to a standard diet with 20% protein and 3.8 kcal g−1
(TD.91352, Envigo Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI, USA). In the LP
group, animals were fed ad libitum with a low-protein (6%)
isocaloric diet (TD.90016, Envigo Harlan Teklad). Further details
on diet composition are presented in Table S1.
Dams were housed in pairs during the mating period in a standard
cage in which a male was introduced at the beginning of every dark
cycle. Males were removed from the cages every morning and
females were checked for a postcoital vaginal plug; pregnant dams
were then housed in single cages. Both C and LP diets were
dispensed to dams from the day of pregnancy confirmation to
weaning of the pups. After weaning, at postnatal day 20 (P20), pups
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of all groups were fed standard diet until P34. Pups usually start
consuming solid food a few days before weaning. In our
experimental design, standard cages were used and, therefore,
pups also had access to solid food. However, before weaning (P20),
pups were exposed only to the assigned diet (whether C or LP) and
if they ate some kibbles, the nutritional content of the food was
maintained. Based on the amount of food consumed by each dam,
we estimated daily intake for each macronutrient and metabolizable
energy during gestation and lactation. During these periods, LP
dams consumed around one-third of the protein compared with the
C group, a similar amount of fat and energy and a slightly but not
significantly larger amount of carbohydrates (Table S2).
A third group of mice received a moderate low-calorie protein
(LC-P) diet using the pair-feeding technique (Cesani et al., 2006).
Briefly, the pair-feeding technique consists of reducing the amount
of food provided to an experimental group in relation to that
consumed by matched mice from the control group. From
embryonic day 10.5 (E10.5), pregnant mice were fed with 80% of
the daily intake of a dam in the C diet group of similar mass and at
the same day of pregnancy. For this purpose, we first carried out
experiments with the C group. Then, the reports on C dams were
revised and the C dam that had the most similar mass at the
beginning of pregnancy until E10.5 was chosen for each LC-P
female. From this gestation day (E10.5) until the end of the
treatment, the amount of C diet (g) consumed by the chosen
C female on the corresponding day of pregnancy was taken as
100%, and this amount was reduced by 20% for the LC-P dam. Diet
was weighed and disposed every day before the beginning of the
dark cycle. In all cases, LC-P females ate the complete amount of
food provided, suggesting that ad libitum intake would be greater.
As expected, the LC-P dams consumed between 77% and 87% of
the three components ( protein, carbohydrates and fat) and energy
compared with the C group dams (Table S2).
At P34, mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of a
ketamine/xylazine mixture (150 mg kg−1 body mass ketamine
and 10 mg kg−1 body mass xylazine) and, after confirming
deep sedation through the absence of the palpebral reflex, they
were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) through the left
ventricle to fix tissues. Then, skulls were immersed into 4% PFA at
4°C for 48 h. The mice used in this study were purchased from
the Animal Facility of the Veterinary Faculty, National University
of La Plata, Argentina. All procedures were carried out
according to the guidelines of the Canada Council on Animal
Care and were reviewed and approved by the Committee for the
Care and Use of Experimental Animals (CICUAL) of the
Veterinary Faculty of the National University of La Plata
(Protocol 42-2-14P).
Finally, to assess the hypothesis that differential effects of
malnutrition on brain regions are related to region-specific
growth trajectories, we analyzed an ontogenetic sample of
C57BL/6 mice from which the pattern of normal postnatal
growth was obtained. For this ontogenetic sample, between 1
and 2 pups per sex were randomly selected from different litters
at P3 and analyzed longitudinally at P3, P5, P7, P10, P17, P23,
P29 and P36 (see Qiu et al., 2018, for a detailed description of
sample size for each developmental stage). Although the sample
is longitudinal, some discrepancies in sample size between
stages were present because of occasional scanner issues.
Sample size varied between 11 and 15 animals per sex and
they were obtained from approximately 10 different dams.
Details on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) acquisition for
this ontogenetic sample are presented below.
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set of ratios by standardizing the volume of each ROI by the
overall brain volume of the specimen. These variables represent
relative volumes that illustrate the proportion occupied by each
structure within the brain (Corruccini, 1995; Mosimann, 1970).
Also, a PCA on relative volumes was performed and the
percentage difference of these ratios between experimental and
control groups was estimated. The analysis of relative volume
captures proportions of brain components, an aspect of overall
brain shape.
For both absolute and relative volumes, we performed a linear
mixed model in which the volume of each ROI was the response
variable, while the fixed effect was the experimental group and a
random term was added for the maternal identification. An ANOVA
was carried out on these models to assess the differences in ROI
volumes between groups while taking into consideration the maternal
effect. Finally, for those ROI in which significant differences were
found, we performed pairwise differences of least-squares means.
These statistical analyses were performed using the lmerTest package
in R (http://www.R-project.org/).
Brain regions scale differentially with changes in brain size
both along ontogeny and among specimens at the same
ontogenetic stage but that differ in size (i.e. ontogenetic and
static allometry; Klingenberg, 2016). Here, we tested whether the
pattern of variation in the size of specific regions of the brain in
the nutrient-restricted P34 mice was associated with changes in
overall brain size by calculating multivariate regressions of
absolute volumes of ROI on brain volume. In this case, logtransformed values were used. We assessed whether the changes
in ROI volume induced by early undernutrition, particularly in the
LP group, followed the allometric relationships found in the C

MRI acquisition, processing and analysis

The brains of mice from the nutritional experiment (C, LP and LC-P
groups) were scanned in a 9.4 T animal MRI scanner (Bruker 9.4 T
BioSpec, Experimental Imaging Centre of the University of
Calgary) using the following parameters: a T2-weighted echogradient sequence, with TE 10 ms and field-of-view 15×15 mm and
matrix size of 128×128×30. Specimens were selected to obtain a
balanced distribution of sexes in each group (C: 5 males, 5 females;
LP: 3 males, 4 females; LC-P: 3 males, 3 females). In order to avoid
maternal effects, scanned specimens were obtained from at least
3 dams in each experimental group (number of dams: C n=6, LP
n=3, LC-P n=3). Twelve brain regions of interest (ROI) were
manually segmented following the Allen Reference Atlas (available
at http://www.brain-map.org/; Lein et al., 2007; Dorr et al., 2008) in
Avizo software (Fig. 1A) and their volume in mm3 was obtained.
These areas represent structural and functionally diverse regions that
can be recognized and segmented in the MRIs with a high level of
repeatability. As no significant differences between right and left
sides of any ROI were found, the two hemispheres were pooled for
subsequent analyses. Image processing was carried out using a
blinding code for each specimen with no explicit reference to the
experimental group.
We first analyzed the absolute volume of ROI to describe the
main trends of morphological variation in the different regions.
To this purpose, we performed a principal component analysis
(PCA) on these volumes and also estimated the difference of
the mean volumes between experimental groups for each ROI,
using the means of the C group as the reference values;
differences were expressed as the percentage change relative to
the C group mean values (100%). Additionally, we defined a
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Fig. 1. Variation in absolute brain volume. (A) Regions of interest (ROI) segmented from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). (B) Total brain volume.
Means±s.d. are indicated for each experimental group: C, control group; LC-P, low-calorie protein group; LP, low-protein group. (C) Scatterplot of the first and
second principal component (PC1 and PC2) of absolute volumes. (D) Loadings for each variable in PC1. (E) Mean percentage difference in absolute
volumes between LP and C groups, and (F) between LC-P and C groups (*P<0.05, **P<0.01). Specimens were selected to obtain a balanced distribution of
sexes in each group (C: n=10; LC-P: n=6; LP: n=7). Error bars indicate s.e.m. For more detailed statistical comparisons, see Table 1.
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group. With this aim, the vector of regression coefficients of the
multivariate regression of C specimens was compared with the
regression of the whole sample by a Pearson’s product-moment
correlation (Gonzalez et al., 2011). A high correlation is expected
if the size changes induced by nutrient restriction follow the
scaling relationships of the sample. Finally, we calculated
differences between ROI volumes observed in the LP group and
the expected volumes obtained through the regression performed
only in C specimens. This analysis indicates how the LP group
departs from C group patterns of scaling relationships within
the brain.
The effect of nutrient restriction on the microstructural
organization of the white matter was quantified by means of
fractional anisotropy (FA; Takao et al., 2013). Higher FA values are
observed along well-myelinated white matter tracts, so they are
expected in voxels with healthy axonal prolongations (Kochunov
et al., 2007; Takao et al., 2013). The values of FA for the 12 ROI
were estimated from diffusion tensor images (DTIs) with 30
directions using DSI studio (http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org) (Yeh
et al., 2013).
The animals from the ontogenetic sample were scanned in vivo at
eight time points in a 7.0 T scanner (Varian Inc., Mouse Imaging
Centre of the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, ON, Canada).
The parameters of acquisition were: T1-weighted echo-gradient
sequence, TE=5.37 ms, field-of-view=77×20×20 mm and matrix
size=854×224×224, isotropic resolution 90 µm. From parcellated
ROI, we first estimated the mean of each sampled age and then the
percentage of the adult volume attained at each stage, taking the
adult volume as 100%. More information on experimental design,
acquisition parameters and image processing of this sample is
available in Qiu et al. (2018).
Isotropic fractionator

Cell composition was estimated by counting the number of neuron
and non-neuron cells using the isotropic fractionator (HerculanoHouzel, 2005). After scanning, brains were removed from the
skull and dissected into five regions: olfactory bulbs, cortex,
cerebellum, hippocampus and rest of the brain. Each region was
mechanically dissociated to obtain a homogeneous suspension of
isolated nuclei using a saline solution with 0.1% Triton X-100. To
assess total cell number, nuclei were labeled with DAPI (4′,6diamidino-2-phenylindole, 20 mg l−1; D9542, Sigma-Aldrich)
and quantified using a hemocytometer (Neubauer chamber). To
estimate the fraction of nuclei that correspond to neurons, an
aliquot from the suspension was immunolabeled overnight with
mouse monoclonal anti-NeuN antibody (Mullen et al., 1992)
(1:200 dilution in PBS; MAB377, Millipore). Then, nuclei were
washed in PBS and incubated with AlexaFluor 555 anti-mouse
IgG secondary antibody (1:300 dilution in PBS; A20009,
Molecular Probes), in the presence of 10% normal goat serum.
For each sample, NeuN-stained nuclei were counted in relation to
500 DAPI-stained nuclei and the non-neuron fraction was obtained
by subtraction. Cell density was estimated as the ratio between cell
number and mass (in mg) of ROI. This procedure was carried out on a
subsample of specimens (C: 3 males, 3 females; LP: 3 males, 4
females; LC-P: 1 male, 1 female). Specimens derived from different
dams in all groups (C: 2 dams, LP: 3 dams, LC-P: 2 dams).
Differences between C and LP regarding cell composition were
statistically determined by using a t-test and also a false discovery rate
(FDR) correction for multiple comparisons (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995). For cell counting, we used blinding codes with
no reference to the experimental group.
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RESULTS
Volumetric variation in the brain after nutritional restriction

Total brain volume was reduced as a consequence of maternal
nutritional restriction, especially for the LP group (Fig. 1B). The
brain volume in the C group was significantly larger than that of the
LP group and to a lesser extent the LC-P group (F=16.52,
P<0.0001; Tukey test, C versus LP P<0.0001, C versus LC-P
P=0.019). The first axis of the PCA on the absolute volumes
separates the LP specimens from the C group, while the LC-P
specimens are in an intermediate position (Fig. 1C). The volumes of
the 12 ROI had positive loadings on PC1 (Fig. 1D), being higher for
those regions with large absolute volumes (e.g. cerebellum, cortex,
corpus callosum, hippocampus and olfactory bulbs). As expected,
the scores of the specimens on PC1 were significantly correlated
with total brain volume (r=0.988, P<0.0001).
Mean differences in ROI volume between groups are presented in
Fig. 1E,F, expressed as a percentage of variation between the C
group and the other experimental groups (LP and LC-P). We found
that the olfactory bulbs, cerebellum and hippocampus were
significantly reduced in their absolute volume for the LP group,
while other structures were less affected (Fig. 1E, Table 1). Similar
results were obtained for the LC-P group, although the reduction in
volume was only significant for the hippocampus and, in general,
the magnitude of change was not as remarkable as in the LP group
(Fig. 1E,F, Table 1).
We performed a PCA on the relative brain volumes to determine
the response of brain proportions to nutritional stress. The first PC
for the relative volumes separates the LP group from the C group to
some extent, suggesting differences in brain shape. Scores from PC1
significantly correlate with total brain volume (r=0.632, P=0.007)
(Fig. 2A), indicating that at least part of the shape variation depends
on size changes. Loading values for PC1 reflect divergent patterns
for two sets of regions: the cerebellum, midbrain, corpus callosum
and olfactory bulbs exhibit positive values, while the cortex,
hypothalamus and thalamus have negative values (Fig. 2B). This
result indicates that some regions are relatively larger in smaller
brains than in larger ones. However, only the cerebellum and the
cortex displayed significant size differences (Fig. 2C, Table 1). In
line with the results obtained from the PCA, the cerebellum showed
a relative decrease in size in the LP group compared with the C
group, while the cortex was relatively larger in the LP group
(Fig. 2C). It is worth noting that relative volumes after LC-P
treatment did not change significantly in any region and only a
relative, although not significant, increase of lateral ventricle
volume was observed (Fig. 2C).
Based on the results of the differences in regional volumes
between the C and LP group, we compared their allometric patterns.
The correlation between the coefficients of the multivariate
regressions of the ROI volumes on total brain volume for the C
group and the sample including the C and LP groups was low
(r=0.336, P=0.285). This suggests that changes in the volume of the
ROI related to brain size in the LP treatment differ from the normal
static allometry. Additionally, we compared the ROI absolute
volumes observed in LP specimens with the expected values for a
brain of the same volume under normal conditions (this value was
obtained using the regression formula for the C group). The volumes
of the olfactory bulbs, striatum, cortex and third ventricle tended to
be relatively larger in LP specimens than expected for a given brain
size, while the cerebellum had a smaller volume than expected (Fig. S1).
Overall, these results reinforce the idea that changes in the relative
size of LP brains cannot be explained by size-related (i.e. allometric)
changes only.
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Table 1. Results of linear mixed models for comparison of absolute and relative volumes of regions of interest (ROI) between groups
Absolute volume
Region

F (ANOVA)

Olfactory bulbs

F=7.375
P=0.02
F=8.630
P=0.009
F=1.842
P=0.217
F=2.473
P=0.142
F=0.175
P=0.843
F=0.254
P=0.782
F=1.411
P=0.293
F=1.192
P=0.324
F=167
P=0.850
F=14.754
P=0.005
F=1.469
P=0.254
F=1.304
P=0.318

Cerebellum
Corpus callosum
Midbrain
Lateral ventricles
Striatum
Cortex
Hypothalamus
Third ventricle
Hippocampus
Thalamus
Fimbria

Relative volume

Pairwise differences in
means (P-values)
C versus LP P=0.009
C versus LP P=0.003

C versus LP P=0.002,
C versus LC-P P=0.024

F (ANOVA)
F=1.336
P=0.285
F=5.413
P=0.043
F=0.579
P=0.583
F=0.757
P=0.496
F=0.382
P=0.698
F=1.210
P=0.347
F=5.275
P=0.032
F=0.460
P=0.647
F=0.395
P=0.690
F=1.903
P=0.222
F=0.058
P=0.943
F=1.048
P=0.392

Pairwise differences in
means (P-values)

C versus LP P=0.018

C versus LP P=0.011

Post hoc comparisons based on pairwise differences of least-squares means are also presented. C, control group; LP, low protein group; LC-P, low-calorie protein
group.

The postnatal growth of the ROI from the ontogenetic sample of
C57BL/6 mice differed in the percentage of adult volume size
attained at birth as well as in the rate of growth (Fig. 3A). Some ROI,
such as the cerebellum, the cortex and the hippocampus, were
relatively immature at birth but showed a steep increase in volume
around weaning (P23), while others exhibited a smaller size at birth
and a less pronounced postnatal growth (e.g. olfactory bulbs and
striatum). The hypothalamus is noteworthy because it had the
largest size around birth and a fast growth rate, attaining most of its
adult size in the first days of postnatal life. The thalamus also
displayed an accelerated rate of growth although it had a smaller size
at earlier stages. The midbrain and corpus callosum showed similar
trajectories, being relatively advanced at birth and then growing at
an intermediate velocity. Finally, the fimbria and ventricles had a
steep perinatal growth that decelerated postnatally (Fig. 3A).
Comparison of the trajectories of normal growth and the
volumetric changes induced by nutritional restriction in our
experiment indicates that there is not a simple relationship
between the two variables. Several regions (cerebellum,
hippocampus, olfactory bulbs, thalamus, third ventricle, lateral
ventricles and hypothalamus) followed a negative relationship
between the percentage volume attained at birth and the percentage
reduction after undernutrition in the LP group (Fig. 3B).
Accordingly, larger differences between C and LP group volumes
correspond to structures with small sizes at birth and for which,
therefore, a large portion of their growth occurs postnatally. In
contrast, those regions that attained a larger percentage of their adult
volume at P0 (thalamus, hypothalamus) were less affected
(Fig. 3B). However, some ROI departed from this relationship.
Two of the most notable examples are the striatum and the cortex,
which exhibited a large percentage of growth postnatally but were

not as susceptible as other late-maturing structures to maternal
undernutrition when absolute volumes were compared. In contrast,
the corpus callosum and the midbrain were reduced by nutrient
restriction even though they attained more than 40% of their adult
size at birth (Fig. 3B). Regarding metabolic rate, we found that there
was no relationship between glucose utilization and the magnitude
of volumetric change per region (r=0.495, P=0.176), at least at the
level examined in our experiment (Fig. 3B).
Microstructural changes
White matter tract integrity

Significant differences in FA values between C and LP groups were
found for several ROI: corpus callosum (t15=2.629, P=0.019),
cortex (t15=2.519, P=0.024), striatum (t15=3.643, P=0.002),
hippocampus (t15=2.552, P=0.022), olfactory bulbs (t15=2.209,
P=0.043) and thalamus (t15=3.221, P=0.006). In general, the LP
group exhibited lower FA means for all regions except the fimbria
(means±s.d. for each structure and group are presented in Table S3).
Cell number and composition

In the cerebellum, we found a significant reduction in cell number in
LP specimens (t11=3.785, P=0.015) resulting from a decrease in the
number of neurons (t11=4.154, P=0.01) (Fig. 4; Table S4). Along
this line, the portion of cerebellar cells that were neurons was also
decreased (Fig. S2) as a consequence of undernutrition but cellular
density remained unaffected (Fig. 4; Table S4), suggesting that cell
number accompanied ROI size reduction. In contrast, the cortex
decreased in total cell number in the LP group (t11=3.196, P=0.025)
as a consequence of a significant reduction of non-neuron cells
(t11=4.889, P=0.005) and its cell density was also reduced
(t11=3.101, P=0.05). Contrary to the findings in the cerebellum,
the ratio between neuron and non-neuron cells changed in favor of a
larger proportion of neurons (Fig. 4; Fig. S2), which is related to the
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absolute decrease of non-neuron cells. In the hippocampus, cell
number did not change, while in the olfactory bulbs and remaining
structures (rest of the brain), there was a subtle, albeit not significant,
trend towards a reduction of non-neuron cells, while neuron
numbers were similar in the C and LP groups.
DISCUSSION

Our data support the hypothesis that regions of the brain are
differentially sensitive to nutrient restriction during development. In
a mouse model of chronic protein restriction, we found that the size
of some brain regions such as the olfactory bulbs, cerebellum and
hippocampus was clearly reduced, while others remained relatively
unaffected. In particular, the proportion of the brain occupied by the
cerebral cortex in the LP group was relatively larger than that in
animals that received the standard (C) diet. Further, we found
differential effects of nutritional stress on cell number and
composition and white matter integrity among brain regions.
Overall, these results are in line with studies that found a modular
pattern of developmental plasticity in the vertebrate brain exposed to
different environmental stimuli in both experimental models and
wild populations (Baroncelli et al., 2010; Gonda et al., 2012; Lázaro
et al., 2018). In the case of the moderate calorie–protein restriction,
we found less evident structural changes, suggesting that the
magnitude of the insult was not as marked as in the severe lowprotein protocol.

The hypothesis that differential responses to nutritional stress
result from the specific growth trajectories of each brain region was
only partially supported by our data. Some structures that are
relatively advanced at birth were less affected by the low-protein
diet, while other ROI that complete most of their growth postnatally
showed larger volume reductions. This suggests that brain
development in utero is more highly buffered (i.e. better brain
sparing) against the effects of maternal nutrient restriction than are
postnatal growth and development. In a previous study we found
that maternal nutrient restriction throughout pregnancy has an early
effect on the size of the placenta and maternal mass, while fetal mass
and head size were only affected at the end of gestation (Gonzalez
et al., 2016). In contrast, the cerebellum, olfactory bulbs and
hippocampus, which grow for a more extended period postnatally,
were strongly affected by maternal nutritional stress. The nutritional
stress applied in our model was chronic, lasting throughout
pregnancy and lactation. Thus, the opportunity to catch up is
probably low, even for those regions with extended growth.
However, some regions did not fit the expected relationship
between growth trajectories and sensitivity to protein restriction.
In particular, the volume of the cortex and striatum was less affected
than that of other regions despite their having a small volume at birth
and a growth curve similar to that of the hippocampus. Additionally,
our results do not support the hypothesis that the magnitude of
effects on ROI volume is related to their metabolic demand. For
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example, as the cortex has a high metabolic rate, it would be
expected to be more severely affected by nutrient restriction
(Karbowski, 2007). In the same line, a recent study showed that the
plastic seasonal change of brain regional volumes in shrews cannot
be directly explained by the metabolic rates of different structures
(Lázaro et al., 2018). It should be noted that the estimations of
glucose use from different regions of the mouse brain were obtained
from adult specimens. Studies on metabolic demand during human
brain development have found that glucose metabolism fluctuates
markedly from birth to adulthood (Chugani, 1998). In this line,
we hypothesize that brain regional size variation among
undernourished specimens would depend more on the metabolic
demands during ontogeny than on metabolic rates of adult brains. A
detailed description of the metabolic demands during the prenatal
and postnatal development of the mouse brain is necessary to
evaluate this alternative.
Together, our findings suggest that the cortical volume is indeed
spared with prenatal and early postnatal nutrient restriction,
although the underlying mechanisms remain to be elucidated.
Previous studies have shown that feto-maternal blood flow can be
redistributed in response to oxygen deprivation in both humans and
animal models (Eixarch et al., 2008; Garcia-Canadilla et al., 2014;
Miller et al., 2016; Poudel et al., 2015). Interestingly, the blood
redistribution in the brain has been found to occur regionally rather
than globally: the middle and anterior cerebral blood flow is first
increased, while the blood flow that supplies the posterior regions is
only increased when the conditions worsen (Cohen et al., 2015).
The redistribution in the middle cerebral artery is particularly
susceptible, which could contribute to the regional growth sparing
of the cortex, given that this artery supplies a large portion of the
cortex in the mouse brain (Dorr et al., 2007). As these adaptive
changes have been described in humans and animal models of

hypoxia during fetal development, further work is needed to
test whether blood flow in brain arteries is also increased
under the effect of prenatal nutritional stress and growth
restriction. The regional redistribution of blood flow might,
therefore, have a role in buffering the impact of environmental
fluctuations on the cerebral cortex as well as in facilitating the
supply of energy to meet the higher metabolic demand (Seymour
et al., 2015, 2016).
We also found that the microstructural changes associated with
differences in the volume induced by nutrient restriction varied
across ROI. This leads us to suggest that there may be different
mechanisms involved in the generation of variation in size when
undernutrition occurs while the brain is developing. The number of
neurons was spared compared with non-neuronal cells in all regions
analyzed with the exception of the cerebellum, which showed a
significant reduction in the number of neurons. This is in contrast to
what was observed in the cortex, in which the proportion of neurons
increased, while the number of non-neuronal cells was significantly
reduced. Such a difference between the cerebellum and the cortex
may relate to the developmental patterning of the cerebellum
(Goldowitz and Hamre, 1998; Herculano-Houzel, 2010; Jones,
2009). In mice, neuronal number increases in the cerebellum even
after the fourth week of postnatal life, while the cortex gains neurons
until the second week and non-neuronal cells continue to be added
even after that (Fu et al., 2013; Lyck et al., 2007). Given that cell
populations in each region are dynamically modeled even in late
ontogeny, it is not surprising to find remarkable changes when
developmental processes are perturbed by nutritional stress.
Further work based on stereological techniques that complement
the isotropic fractionator method would deepen our understanding
of the differential responses of specific cell populations to
undernutrition.
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Fig. 3. Ontogenetic trajectories and adult metabolic demands of analyzed brain regions. (A) Postnatal growth of brain ROI expressed as a percentage
of the mean postnatal day (P)36 volume. P3 (n=28), P5 (n=29), P7 (n=28), P10 (n=28), P17 (n=28), P23 (n=26), P29 (n=22) and P36 (n=28). Samples were
obtained from a longitudinal study, in which the pups of approximately 10 dams were used at each developmental stage. (B) Relationship between the percentage
of adult volume attained at birth (calculated as the difference between the volume at birth and the volume at P34 in this ontogenetic sample) and the percentage
difference between C and LP groups in adult mice (these values correspond to the bars in Fig. 1E). Dashed line is only illustrative of the linear relationship for the
subset of ROI for which the volume attained at birth and the difference between C and LP in adult mice correlate (cerebellum, hippocampus, olfactory bulbs,
thalamus, third ventricle, lateral ventricles and hypothalamus). Symbols are sized according to their glucose utilization (Karbowski, 2007); open symbols indicate
that there was no information available to determine glucose utilization for this region (in the case of olfactory bulbs) or no glucose utilization (for the ventricles).
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Fig. 4. Cell composition. Bars show the mean and
the standard error for absolute cell number and cell
density for C (light gray) and LP (dark gray) groups;
diamonds represent raw data. LC-P specimens are
illustrated in red although they were not included in
the mean and s.e.m. estimation. Statistical
differences are described in detail in Table S4
(*P<0.05, **P<0.01).
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Our results also showed that some structures, such as the
hippocampus and olfactory bulbs, were reduced in volume with no
change in the absolute number of cells but with a significant
reduction in fractional anisotropy, suggesting disrupted integrity of
myelinated tracts. Such changes in fractional anisotropy have been
reported previously in a different model of intrauterine growth
restriction (Eixarch et al., 2012). These findings agree with
postmortem studies that found a general reduction of myelin
content associated with fetal growth restriction in humans (Chase
et al., 1972). In particular, a reduction in hippocampus volume in
prenatal growth restriction has been associated with abnormal
axonal development (Miller et al., 2014, 2016). Consequently, it is
expected that such changes impact cognitive processes that are
dependent on hippocampal function.
This work provides evidence for the potential of non-invasive
imaging methods to study the structural consequences of growth
restriction due to undernutrition, which may have important
applications in human studies and in clinical practice (Isaacs, 2013).
Although linear extrapolations of our results to other mammals should
take into account species-specific differences, it is known that the
sequence of key events of brain development is highly conserved
(Clancy et al., 2001). In our model, maternal undernutrition was
applied during the whole of fetal intrauterine life and the lactation
period following birth. Thus, the nutritional stress applied to the
maternal mouse corresponds to the temporal range occurring prenatally
in other mammals, including humans.
The extent to which differential growth within the brain constrains
the responses to environmental stress is an open question. A strong
relationship between the timing of neurogenesis and variation in the
size of brain regions has been postulated, suggesting that those
structures whose cell progenitors differentiate later will be larger
when brain size increases (Finlay and Darlington, 1995). Previous
work has challenged the validity of this hypothesis (Weisbecker,
2009) and here we showed that developmental plasticity can alter the
scaling relationship as a consequence of trait-specific responses even
to systemic external inputs. This is remarkable in the case of the
cortex and cerebellum, which exhibited disparate responses to
nutrient restriction. Overall, our findings represent a first step
towards understanding developmental mechanisms that modulate
the differential response of brain regions to nutritional stress.
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